Abstract In role-based access control RBAC permissions are associated with roles, and users are made members of appropriate roles thereby acquiring the roles' permissions. The principal motivation behind RBAC is to simplify administration. An appealing possibility i s to use RBAC itself to manage RBAC, to further provide administrative convenience. In this paper we investigate one aspect of RBAC administration concerning assignment of users to roles. We de ne a role-based administrative model, called URA97 user-role assignment '97, for this purpose and describe its implementation in the Oracle database management system. Although our model is quite di erent from that built into Oracle, we demonstrate how to use Oracle stored procedures to implement it.
INTRODUCTION
Role-based access control RBAC has recently received considerable attention as a promising alternative to traditional discretionary and mandatory access controls see, for example, FK92, FCK95, Gui95, GI96, MD94, HDT95, NO95, SCFY96, vSvdM94, YCS97 . In RBAC permissions are associated with roles, and users are made members of appropriate roles thereby acquiring the roles' permissions. This greatly simpli es management of permissions. Roles are created for the various job functions in an organization and users are assigned roles based on their responsibilities and quali cations. Users can be easily reassigned from one role to another. Roles can be granted new permissions as new applications and systems are incorporated, and permissions can be revoked from roles as needed. Role-role relationships can be established to lay out broad policy objectives.
In large enterprise-wide systems the number of roles can be in the hundreds or thousands, and users can bein the tens or hundreds of thousands, maybe even millions. Managing these roles and users, and their interrelationships is a formidable task that often is highly centralized and delegated to a small team of security administrators. Because the main advantage of RBAC is to facilitate administration of permissions, it is natural to ask how RBAC itself can be used to manage RBAC. We believe the use of RBAC for managing RBAC will bean important factor in the long-term success of RBAC. Decentralizing the details of RBAC administration without loosing central control over broad policy is a challenging goal for system designers and architects.
As we will see there are many components to RBAC. RBAC administration is therefore multi-faceted. In particular we can separate the issues of assigning users to roles, assigning permissions to roles, and assigning roles to roles to de ne a role hierarchy. These activities are all required to bring users and permissions together. However, in many cases, they are best done by di erent administrators or administrative roles. Assigning permissions to roles is typically the province of application administrators. Thus a banking application can be implemented so credit and debit operations are assigned to a teller role, whereas approval of a loan is assigned to a managerial role. Assignment of actual individuals to the teller and managerial roles is a personnel management function. Assigning roles to roles has aspects of user-role assignment and role-permission assignment. Role-role relationships establish broad policy. Control of these relationships would typically be relatively centralized in the hands of a few security administrators.
In this paper we have focussed our attention exclusively on user-role assignment. We recognize that a comprehensive administrative model for RBAC m ust account for all three issues mentioned above, among others. However, user-role assignment is a particularly critical administrative activity. We feel it is the right one to focus on in taking our rst step towards what will eventually evolve i n to a comprehensive administrative model.
In large systems user-role assignment is likely to be the rst administrative function that is decentralized and delegated to the hands of users rather than security or system administrators. Assigning people to tasks is a normal managerial function. Assigning users to roles should be a natural part of assigning users to tasks. Empowering managers to do this routinely is one way of making security an enabling user-friendly technology rather than an intrusive and cumbersome nuisance as it all too often turns out to be. A manager who can assign a user to perform certain tasks should not have to ask someone else to enroll this user in appropriate roles. This should happen transparently and conveniently.
A user-role assignment model can also be used for managing user-group assignment and therefore has applicability beyond RBAC. The di erence between roles and groups was hotly debated at the First ACM Workshop on RBAC San97b . Workshop attendees arrived at the consensus that a group is a named collection of users and possibly other groups. Groups serve a s a c o n venient shorthand notation for collections of users and that is the main motivation for introducing them. Roles are similar to groups in that they can serve as a shorthand for collections of users, but they go beyond groups in also serving as a shorthand for a collection of permissions. Assigning users to roles or users to groups are therefore essentially the same function. Assigning permissions to roles and permissions to groups, on the other hand, can have rather di erent c haracteristics. We need not get into this latter issue here since our focus is on user-role, or equivalently user-group, assignment.
In this paper we propose a model for the assignment of users to roles by means of administrative roles and permissions. For ease of reference we call this model as URA97 user-role assignment 1997. URA97 imposes strict limits on individual administrators regarding which users can be assigned to which roles. We then describe an implementation of URA97 in the Oracle database management system KL95, Feu95 . Oracle's administrative model for user-role assignment is very di erent from URA97. Nevertheless, we show how to use Oracle's stored procedures to implement URA97.
The principal contribution of URA97 is to provide a concrete example of what is meant by role-based administration of user-role assignment. Another central contribution of this paper is to demonstrate that an existing popular product, namely Oracle, provides the necessary base mechanisms and extensibility to program the behavior of URA97. URA97 is de ned in context of the family of RBAC96 family of models due to Sandhu et al SCFY96 .
However, it applies to almost any RBAC model, including FCK95, Gui95, GI96, HDT95, NO95 , because user-role assignment is a basic administrative feature which will be required in any RBAC model. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We begin by reviewing the RBAC96 family of models in section 2. In section 3 we de ne the administrative model called URA97 for user-role assignment which itself is role-based. This is followed by a quick review of relevant RBAC features of Oracle in section 4. Our implementation of URA97 in Oracle is described in section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.
THE RBAC96 MODELS
A general family of RBAC models called RBAC96 was de ned by Sandhu et al SCFY96 . Figure 1 illustrates the most general model in this family. In gure 1 a single headed arrow indicates a one to one relationship and a double headed arrow indicates a many to many relationship. For simplicity w e o verload the term RBAC96 to refer to the family of models as well as its most general member.
The top half of the gure shows roles and permissions in the system that regulate access to data and resources. The bottom half shows administrative roles and administrative permissions. RBAC96 is based on ve sets of entities called users U, roles R, and permissions P , and their administrative counterparts called administrative roles AR and administrative permissions AP . It is required that administrative roles and administrative permissions be respectively disjoint from the regular i.e., non-administrative roles and permissions. Moreover regular permissions can only beassigned to regular roles and administrative permissions can only be assigned to administrative roles.
Intuitively, a user is a human being or an autonomous agent, a role is a job function or job title within the organization with some associated semantics regarding the authority and responsibility conferred on a member of the role, and a permission is an approval of a particular mode of access to one or more objects in the system. Administrative permissions control operations which modify the components of RBAC, such a s adding new users and roles and modifying the user assignment and permission assignment relations. Regular permissions on the other hand control operations on the data and resources and do not permit administrative operations. We loosely use the term role to include both regular and administrative roles, making this distinction precise whenever appropriate. Similarly for the term permission.
The user assignment U A and permission assignment P A and APA relations of Figure 1 are many-to-many, as indicated by double-headed arrow. A user can be a memberof many roles, and a role can have many users. Similarly, a role can have many permissions, and the same permission can beassigned to many roles. There is a partially ordered role hierarchy RH, also written as , where x y signi es that role x inherits the permissions assigned to role y. Equivalently x y signi es a user who is a memberofx is also implicitly a memberofy. If x y we s a y x is senior to y or equivalently y is junior to x. Inheritance along the role hierarchy is transitive and multiple inheritance is allowed in partial orders.
There is similarly a partially ordered administrative role hierarchy ARH.
Each session in gure 1 relates one user to possibly many roles. Intuitively, a user establishes a session and activates some subset of roles that he or she is a member of directly or indirectly by means of the role hierarchy. The double-headed arrows from a session to R and AR indicate that multiple roles and administrative roles can be simultaneously activated. The permissions available to the user are the union of permissions from all roles activated in that session. Each session is associated with a single user, as indicated by the single-headed arrow from the session to U. This association remains constant for the life of a session. A user may have multiple sessions open at the same time, each in a di erent window on the workstation screen for instance. Each session may h a ve a di erent combination of active roles. The concept of a session equates to the traditional notion of a subject in access control. A subject or session is a unit of access control, and a user may have m ultiple subjects or sessions with di erent permissions active at the same time.
Finally, gure 1 shows a collection of constraints. Constraints can apply to any of the preceding components. An example of constraints is mutually disjoint roles, such as purchasing manager and accounts payable manager, where the same user is not permitted to be a member of both roles. Another example is a limit on the maximum number of users that can be members of some role.
The following de nition formalizes the above discussion. 
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Motivation and discussion about various design decisions made in developing this family of models is given in SCFY96, San97a . It is worth emphasizing that RBAC96 distinguishes roles and permissions from administrative roles and permissions respectively, where the latter are used to manage the former. How are administrative permissions and roles managed in turn? One could consider a second level of administrative roles and permissions to manage the rst level ones and so on. We feel such a progression of administration is unnecessary. Administration of administrative roles and permissions is under control of the chief security o cer or delegated in part to administrative roles. Recall that 2 X is the set of all subsets of X, also called the power set of X.
THE URA97 ADMINISTRATIVE MODEL
RBAC has many components as described in the previous section. Administration of RBAC involves control over each of these components including creation and deletion of roles, creation and deletion of permissions, assignment of permissions to roles and their removal, creation and deletion of users, assignment of users to roles and their removal, de nition and maintenance of the role hierarchy, de nition and maintenance of constraints and all of these in turn for administrative roles and permissions. A comprehensive administrative model would be quite complex and di cult to develop in a single step.
Fortunately administration of RBAC can be partitioned into several areas for which administrative models can be separately and independently developed to be later integrated. In particular we can separate the issues of assigning users to roles, assigning permissions to roles and de ning the role hierarchy. In many cases, these activities would be best done by di erent administrators. Assigning permissions to roles is typically the province of application administrators. Thus a banking application can beimplemented so credit and debit operations are assigned to a teller role, whereas approval of a loan is assigned to a managerial role. Assignment of actual individuals to the teller and managerial roles is a personnel management function. Design of the role hierarchy relates to design of the organizational structure and is the function of a chief security o cer under guidance of a chief information o cer.
In this paper our focus is exclusively on user-role assignment. As discussed in section 1 this is likely to the rst and most widely decentralized administrative task in RBAC. In the RBAC96 framework of gure 1 control of U A is vested in the administrative roles AR. For simplicity w e limit our scope to assignment of users to regular roles. Assignment of users to administrative roles is centralized under the chief security o cer. In general the chief security o cer has complete control over all aspects of RBAC96.
In the rest of this section we develop a model called URA97 in which RBAC is used to manage user-role assignment. We de ne URA97 in two steps dealing with granting a user membership in a role and revoking a user's membership. URA97 is deliberately designed to have a very narrow scope. For example creation of users and roles is outside its scope. In spite of its simplicity URA97 is quite powerful and goes much b e y ond existing administrative models for user-role assignment, such as the one implemented in Oracle. It is also applicable beyond RBAC to user-group assignment.
URA97 Grant Model
In the simplest case user-role assignment can be completely centralized in a single chief security o cer role. This is readily implemented in existing systems such as Oracle. However, this simple approach does not scale to large systems. Clearly it is desirable to decentralize user-role assignment to some degree.
In several systems, including Oracle, it is possible to designate a role, say, junior security o cer JSO whose members have administrative control over one or more regular roles, say, A, B and C. Thus limited administrative authority is delegated to the JSO role. Unfortunately these systems typically allow the JSO role to have complete control over roles A, B and C. A member of JSO can not only add users to A, B and C but also delete users from these roles and add and delete permissions. Moreover, there is no control on which users can beadded to the A, B and C roles by JSO members. Finally, JSO members are allowed to assign A, B and C as junior to any role in the existing hierarchy so long as this does not introduce a cycle. All this is consistent with classical discretionary thinking whereby memberof JSO are e ectively designated as owners" of the A, B and C roles, and therefore are free to do whatever they want to these roles.
In URA97 our goal is to impose restrictions on which users can be added to a role by whom, as well as to clearly separate the ability to add and remove users from other operations on the role. The notion of a prerequisite condition is a key part of URA97.
De nition 2 A prerequisite condition is a boolean expression using the usual^and _ operators on terms of the form x and x where x is a regular role i.e., x 2 R. A prerequisite condition is evaluated for a user u by i n terpreting x to be true if 9x prerequisite conditions that can be formed using the roles in R. 2
In the trivial case a prerequisite condition can bea tautology which is always true. The simplest non-trivial case of a prerequisite condition is test for membership in a single role, in which situation that single role is called a prerequisite role. User-role assignment is authorized in URA97 by the following relation.
De nition 3 The URA97 model controls user-role assignment by means of the relation can-assign AR C R 2 R . 2
The meaning of can-assignx; y; fa; b; cg is that a member of the administrative role x or a member of an administrative role that is senior to x can assign a user whose current membership, or non-membership, in regular roles satis es the prerequisite condition y to be a member of regular roles a, b or c.
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To appreciate the motivation behind the can-assign relation consider the role hierarchy of gure 2 and the administrative role hierarchy of gure 3. Figure 2 shows the regular roles that exist in a engineering department. There is a junior-most role E to which all employees in the organization belong. Within the engineering department there is a juniormost role ED and senior-most role DIR. In between there are roles for two projects within the department, project 1 on the left and project 2 on the right. Each project has a seniormost project lead role PL1 and PL2 and a junior-most engineer role E1 and E2. In between each project has two incomparable roles, production engineer PE1 and PE2 and quality engineer QE1 and QE2.
Figure 2 su ces for our purpose but this structure can, of course, be extended to dozens and even hundreds of projects within the engineering department. Moreover, each project could have a di erent structure for its roles. The example can also be extended to multiple departments with di erent structure and policies applied to each department. User-role assignment is subject to constraints, such a s m utually exclusive roles or maximum cardinality, that may be imposed. The assignment will succeed if and only if it is authorized by can-assign and it satis es all relevant constraints. Figure 3 shows the administrative role hierarchy which co-exists with gure 2. The senior-most role is the senior security o cer SSO. Our main interest is in the administrative roles junior to SSO. These consist of two project security o cer roles PSO1 and PSO2 and a department security o cer DSO role with the relationships illustrated in the gure.
The role structure shown in Figure 2 becomes a project oriented if the users are assigned to roles in a single project. If the users are assigned to roles from multiple projects then the structure is of matrix-form and If the users are assigned to same functional role in di erent projects then the structure is of functional oriented.
Prerequisite Roles
For sake of illustration we de ne the can-assign relation shown in table 1a. This example has the simplest prerequisite condition of testing membership in a single role known as the prerequisite role.
The PSO1 role has partial responsibility o ver project 1 roles. Let Alice be a memberof the PSO1 role and Bob a memberofthe ED role. Alice can assign Bob to any of the E1, PE1 and QE1 roles, but not to the PL1 role. Also if Charlie is not a member of the ED role, then Alice cannot assign him to any project 1 role. Hence, Alice has authority to enroll users in the E1, PE1 and QE1 roles provided these users are already members of ED. Note that if Alice assigns Bob to PE1 he does not need to be explicitly assigned to E1, since E1 permissions will be inherited via the role hierarchy. The PSO2 role is similar to PSO1 but with respect to project 2. The DSO role inherits the authority of PSO1 and PSO2 roles but can further add users who are members of ED to the PL1 and PL2 roles. The SSO role can add users who are in the E role to the ED role, as well as add users who are in the ED role to the DIR role. This ensures that even the SSO must rst enroll a user in the ED role before that user is enrolled in a role senior to ED. This is a reasonable speci cation for can-assign. There are, of course, lots of other equally reasonable speci cations in this context. This is a matter of policy decision and our model provides the necessary exibility.
In general, one would expect that the role being assigned is senior to the role previously required of the user. That is, if we have can-assigna; b; C then b is junior to all roles c 2 C. We believe this will usually be the case, but we do not require it in the model. This allows URA97 to be applicable to situations where there is no role hierarchy or where such a constraint m a y not be appropriate. This is a reasonable change to require when the new project and its roles are introduced into the regular and administrative role hierarchies. However, we also need to modify the row for DSO in table 1b to include PL3.
Range Notation
Consider instead the range notation illustrated in table 1b. De nition 4 Role sets are speci ed in the URA97 model by the notation below x; y = fr 2 R j x r^r yg x; y = fr 2 R j x r r yg x; y = fr 2 R j x r^r y g x; y = fr 2 R j x r r y g 2
This notation is resilient t o modi cations in the role hierarchy such as addition of a third project which requires addition of the following row to table 1b.
Administrative Role Prerequisite Role Role Range PSO3 ED E3, PL3 No other change is required since the ED, DIR range speci ed for the DSO will automatically pick up PL3.
The range notation is, of course, not resilient to all changes in the role hierarchy. Deletion of one of the end points of a range can leave a dangling reference and an invalid range. Standard techniques for ensuring referential integrity w ould need to be applied when modifying the range hierarchy. Changes to role-role relationships could also cause a range to be drastically di erent from its original meaning. Nevertheless the range notation is much more convenient than explicit enumeration. There is also no loss of generality in adopting the range notation since every set of roles can be expressed as a union of disjoint ranges.
Strictly speaking the two speci cations of table 1a and 1b are not precisely identical. In table 1a the DSO role is explicitly authorized to enroll users in PL1 and PL2, and the inherits the ability to enroll users in other project 1 and 2 roles from PSO1 and PSO2. On the other hand, in table 1b the DSO role is explicitly authorized to enroll users in all project 1 and 2 roles. As it stands the net e ect is the same. However, if modi cations are made to the role hierarchy or to the PSO1 or PSO2 authorizations the e ect can be di erent. The DSO authorization in 
Prerequisite Conditions
An example of can-assign which uses prerequisite conditions rather than prerequisite roles is shown in table 2. The authorizations for PSO1 and PSO2 have been changed relative t o table 1.
Let us consider the PSO1 tuples analysis for PSO2 is exactly similar. The rst tuple authorizes PSO1 to assign users with prerequisite role ED into E1. The second one authorizes PSO1 to assign users with prerequisite condition ED^QE1 to PE1. Similarly, the Administrative Role Prerequisite Condition Role Range  PSO1  ED  E1, E1  PSO1  ED^QE1  PE1, PE1  PSO1  ED^PE1  QE1, QE1  PSO1  PE1^QE1  PL1, PL1  PSO2  ED  E2, E2  PSO2  ED^QE2  PE2, PE2  PSO2  ED^PE2  QE2, QE2  PSO2  PE2^QE2  PL2, PL2  DSO Taken together the second and third tuples authorize PSO1 to put a user who is a member of ED into one but not both of PE1 and QE1. This illustrates how m utually exclusive roles can be enforced by URA97. PE1 and QE1 are mutually exclusive with respect to the power of PSO1. However, for the DSO and SSO these are not mutually exclusive. Hence, the notion of mutual exclusion is a relative one in URA97. The fourth tuple authorizes PSO1 to put a user who is a member of both PE1 and QE1 into PL1. Of course, a user could have become a member of both PE1 and QE1 only by actions of a more powerful administrator than PSO1. In RBAC users are made members of roles because of their job function or task assignment in the interest of the organization. Prerequisite conditions allow us to specify the requirements that need to be met before granting a role to a user. Generally an employee who is an engineer is not given access to HR or Pay roll information, he has access to only his personal information. A person belonging to Pay Roll department has access to information of all the employees or employees of the division to which he has been designated. In real life many large organizations have these kind of speci cations and policies in place. Prerequisite conditions provide capabilities to enforce these policies.
URA97 Revoke Model
We now turn to consideration of the URA97 revoke model. The objective is to de ne a revoke model that is consistent with the philosophy of RBAC. This causes us to depart from classical discretionary approaches to revocation.
In the classical discretionary approach to revocation there are at least two issues that introduce complexity and subtlety GW76, Fag78 . Suppose Alice grants Bob some permission P. This is done at Alice's discretion because Alice is either the owner of the object to which P pertains or has been granted administrative authority on P by the actual owner.
Alice can later revoke P from Bob. Now suppose Bob has received permission P from Alice and from Charlie. If Alice revokes her grant of P to Bob he should still continue to retain P because of Charlie's grant. A related issue is that of cascading revokes. Suppose Charlie's grant w as in turn obtained from Alice, perhaps Bob's permission should end up being revoked by Alice's action. Or perhaps it should not, because Alice only revoked her direct grant to Bob but not the indirect one via Charlie which really occurred at Charlie's discretion. A considerable literature has developed examining the subtleties that arise, especially when hierarchical groups and negative permissions or denials are brought i n to play see, for example, Lun88, BSJ93, FWF95, GSF91, RBKW91 .
The RBAC approach to authorization is quite di erent from the traditional discretionary one. In RBAC users are made members of roles because of their job function or task assignment in the interest of the organization. Granting of membership in a role is speci cally not done at the grantor's whim. Suppose Alice makes Bob a member of a role X. In URA97 this happens because Alice is assigned suitable administrative authority over X via some administrative role Y and Bob is eligible for membership in X due to Bob's existing role memberships and non-memberships satisfying the prerequisite condition. Moreover, there are some organizational circumstances which cause Alice to grant Bob this membership. It is not merely being done at Alice's personal fancy. Now if at some later time Alice is removed from the administrative role Y there is clearly no reason to also remove Bob from X. A change in Alice's job function should not necessarily undo her previous grants. Presumably some other administrator, say Dorothy, will take over Alice's responsibility. Similarly, suppose Alice and Charlie both grant membership to Bob in X. At some later time Bob is reassigned to some other project and no longer needs to be a member of role X. It is not material whether Alice or Charlie or both or Dorothy revokes Bob's membership. Bob's membership in X is being revoked due to a change in organizational circumstances.
To summarize, in classical discretionary access control the source direct or indirect of a permission and the identity of the revoker is typically taken into account in interpreting the revoke operation.
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These issues do not arise in the same way for revocation of user-role assignment in RBAC. However, there are related subtleties that arise in RBAC concerning the interaction between granting and revocation of user-role membership and the role hierarchy. We will illustrate these in a moment.
We n o w i n troduce our notation for authorizing revocation.
De nition 5 The URA97 model controls user-role revocation by means of the relation can-revoke AR 2 R . 2
The meaning of can-revokex; Y is that a member of the administrative role x or a member of an administrative role that is senior to x can revoke membership of a user from any regular role y 2 Y . Y is speci ed using the range notation of de nition 4. We s a y Y de nes the range of revocation. The precise semantics of revocation in URA97 needs to be carefully de ned to explain its interaction with the role hierarchy. In this case v's explicit membership in x is revoked.
Weak Revocation
b There does not exist a can-revoke tuple as identi ed above. In this case the weak revoke operation has no e ect.
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Let us consider the example of can-revoke shown in table 3 and interpret it in context of the hierarchies of gures 2 and 3. Let Alice be a member of PSO1, and let this be the only administrative role she has. Alice is authorized to weakly revoke membership of users from roles E1. Table 4a illustrates whether or not Alice can weakly revoke membership of a user from role E1. The e ect of Alice's weak revocation of each of these users from E1 is shown in table 4b. There is no e ect of weak revocation on Cathy and Eve because they are not explicit members of E1 role. On the other hand Bob and Dave are removed from E1 role. Dave however still holds the E1 permissions because of his membership in senior roles.
Strong Revocation
Strong revocation in URA97 requires revocation of both explicit and implicit membership. Strong revocation of U's membership in x requires that U be removed not only from explicit membership in x, but also from explicit or implicit membership in all roles senior to x. Strong revocation therefore has a cascading e ect upwards in the role hierarchy. However, strong revocation in URA97 takes e ect only if all implied revocations upward in the role shown in table 3 and interpret it in context of the hierarchies of gures 2 and 3. Let Alice be a member of PSO1, and let this be the only administrative role she has. Alice is authorized to strongly revoke membership of users from roles E1, PE1 and QE1. Table 5a illustrates whether or not Alice can strongly revoke membership of a user from role E1. The e ect of Alice's strong revocation of each of these users from E1 is shown in table 5b. Alice is not allowed to strongly revoke Dave and Eve from E1 because they are members of senior roles outside the scope of Alice's revoking authority. If Alice was assigned to the DSO role she could strongly revoke Dave from E1 but still would not be able to strongly revoke E v e's membership in E1. In order to strongly revoke E v e from E1, Alice needs to be in the SSO role.
The general rule is that strong revocation takes e ect within the revocation range authorized for an administrative role. The precise statement of the strong revocation algorithm becomes complicated because of the administrative role hierarchy and the possible existence of several tuples in can-revoke which determine the outcome. In the example above Alice is allowed to strongly revoke Cathy from E1 because of can-revokePSO1, E1,PL1. We should have the same result if the instead of this single can-revoke range for PSO1 we h a ve two ranges can-revokePSO1, E1,PE1 and can-revokePSO1, E1,QE1 . Finally, because of the session concept in RBAC96 we must also pay attention to which roles Alice has turned on in the particular session. These considerations lead to the following algorithm for strong revocation.
De nition 8 Strong Revocation Algorithm 3. LetX = X 1 X 2 : : : X p where the union is over the actual roles identi ed by the ranges X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : ; X p .
4. There are two cases.
a There exists y 6 2X such that v is a memberofy and y x .
In this case u's strong revocation has no e ect.
b There does not exist a role y as identi ed above therefore all senior roles to x to which v belongs are inX.
In this case v's membership is revoked from role x and all roles senior to x.
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In context of our example this algorithm will treat can-revokePSO1, E1,PL1 as equivalent t o can-revokePSO1, E1,PE1 and can-revokePSO1, E1,QE1 . It is similarly equivalent to can-revokePSO1, E1,E1 , can-revokePSO1, PE1,PE1 and can-revokePSO1, QE1,QE1 . The strong revocation algorithm can also be expressed in terms of weak revoke by the following all-or-nothing transaction. 4. If any of the weak revokes fail then u's strong revoke has no e ect otherwise all weak revokes succeed.
An alternate approach w ould be to do only those weak revokes that succeed and ignore the rest. We decided to go with a cleaner all-or-nothing semantics in URA97. So far we have looked at the cascading of revocation upward in the role hierarchy. There is a downward cascading e ect that also occurs. Consider Bob in our example who is a memberofE1 and PE1. Suppose further that Bob is an explicit memberofPE1 and thereby an implicit memberof E1. What happens if Alice revokes Bob from PE1? If we remove Bob, PE1 from the U A relation, Bob's implicit membership in E1 will also be removed. On the other hand if Bob is an explicit member of PE1 and also an explicit member of E1 then Alice's revocation of Bob from PE1 does not remove him from E1. The revoke operations we h a ve de ned in URA97 have the following e ect. Property 1 . Implicit membership in a role a is dependent on explicit membership in some senior role b a. Therefore when explicit membership of a user is revoked from b, implicit membership is also automatically revoked on junior role a unless there is some other senior role c a in which the user continues to be an explicit member. This will require b 6 c .
As we have discussed earlier, when a user's administrative roles are revoked that user's assignments and revocations remain in e ect because these were done for organizational reasons and not at the user's whim. A related issue is what happens when the prerequisite condition which authorized Alice to assign Bob to a role gets changed. Say that Alice as PSO1 assigns Bob to PE1, as per the second PSO1 tuple of table 2. Later somehow Bob is made a memberofQE1, perhaps by a user in DSO or SSO role. This assignment negates the prerequisite condition which enabled Alice to do her assignment. Bob's membership in PE1 will nevertheless continue. We feel this is the appropriate action. The prerequisite conditions of URA97 and at other places in ARBAC97 are not invariants that hold for all time. They are simply enabling conditions at the moment that assignment is made.
As another example of the enabling but not invariant nature of prerequisite conditions consider the following in context of the can-assign relation of table 1. Suppose Alice as PSO1 enrolls Bob into PE1 due to his prerequisite membership in ED. Later Charles as SSO revokes Bob from ED. Should Alice's assignment of Bob to PE1 be negated since the prerequisite condition has been negated? It depends on Charles' intention, which in turn depends on the organizational reason for this revocation. If Charles really needs to clear out Bob from the engineering department the correct course of action is a strong revocation of Bob from ED. If Charles does a weak revoke of Bob's explicit membership in ED he is leaving open the option that Bob will continue to participate in engineering department roles till such time as Bob is revoked from all of them say b y project security o cers. This latter option can be useful in allowing Bob to gracefully leave the engineering department without an abrupt termination. In such cases it might b e useful for Charles to beable to freeze Bob's membership in engineering department roles so that Bob cannot be assigned to new roles. This can be done using prerequisite conditions. A role called EF for engineering frozen can be de ned and non-membership in EF required in the prerequisite condition of all can-assign tuples that authorize users to be assigned to engineering department roles.
Note that our examples of can-assign in table 1b and can-revoke in table 3 are complementary in that each administrative role has the same range for adding users and removing users from roles. Although this would be a common case we do not impose it as a requirement on our model. We h a ve de ned URA97 so that the same revocation range applies for both strong and weak revocation. In principle we could de ne di erent ranges for these two operations. We do not feel this added complexity w ould be justi ed.
Summary of URA97
URA97 controls user-role assignment b y means of the relation can-assign ARC R 2 R .
Role sets are speci ed using the range notation of de nition 4. Assignment has a simple behavior whereby can-assigna; b; C authorizes a session with an administrative role a 0 a to enroll any user who satis es the prerequisite condition b into any role c 2 C. The prerequisite condition is a boolean expression using the usual^and _ operators on terms of the form x and x respectively denoting membership and non-membership regular role x.
Revocation is controlled in URA97 by the relation can-revoke AR2 R . Weak revocation applies only to explicit membership in a single role as per the algorithm of de nition 7. Strong revocation cascades upwards in the role hierarchy as per the algorithm of de nition 8. In both cases revocation cascades downwards as noted in property 1 .
ORACLE RBAC AND RELATED FEATURES
The Oracle database management system KL95, Feu95 provides support for RBAC including support for hierarchical roles. However, Oracle does not directly support the URA97 model. In particular, Oracle has a strong discretionary avor to its administrative model for user-role assignment and revocation. Also the Oracle revocation model is similar to our weak revoke and does not cascade revocation upwards in the role hierarchy like our strong revoke does. This is reasonable given Oracle's discretionary orientation. Nevertheless, we will see in the next section how it is possible to use Oracle's stored procedures to implement URA97. In this section we brie y review relevant features of Oracle access control.
Privileges
Oracle has two kinds of privileges, system privileges and object privileges. System privileges authorize actions on a particular type of object for example create table, create user, etc. There are over 60 distinct system privileges. Object privileges authorize actions on a speci c object table, view, procedure, package etc.. Typical examples of object privileges are select rows from a table, delete rows, execute procedures etc.
Who can grant or revoke privileges from users or roles? The answer depends on various issues such as whether it is a system or an object privilege, and whether the object is owned by the user, etc. In order to grant or revoke a system privilege the user should have the admin option on that privilege or the user should have GRANT ANY PRIVILEGE system privilege. In order to grant or revoke an object privilege a user should own that particular object or the user should have grant option on the object if it is owned by someone else.
Roles in Oracle
Oracle provides roles from Oracle 7.0 onwards for ease of management of privilege assignment. System and object privileges can be granted to a role. A role can be granted to any other role circular granting is not allowed. Any role can begranted to any user in the database. A role can either be enabled or disabled during a session. This includes both explicit and implicit roles that a user is a member of. Enabling a role will implicitly enable all the roles granted to it directly or transitively. The system privileges related to role management are CREATE ROLE, GRANT ANY ROLE, DROP ROLE, and DROP ANY ROLE.
Information about privileges assigned to a role can beobtained from Oracle's built-in views ROLE SYS PRIVILEGES, ROLE TAB PRIVILEGES, and ROLE ROLE PRIVS. When a regular user performs query on these views these views only show information pertaining to the roles granted to that user. However, the Oracle internal user SYS will see information about all the roles through these views. The view SESSION ROLES provides information about roles that are enabled in a session. The view ROLE ROLE PRIVS shows information about which roles are directly assigned to another role. Roles inherited transitively are not shown. For example, if role C was granted to role B and role B to role A the ROLE ROLE PRIVS view will show that B has been granted to A and C to B, but will not show the implied transitive C to A grant.
Procedures, Functions and Packages
Oracle provides a programmatic approach to manipulate database information using procedural schema objects called PL SQL Procedural Language SQL program units. Procedures, functions and packages are di erent t ypes of PL SQL objects. PL SQL extends the capabilities of SQL by providing some programming language features such as conditional statements, loops etc. Procedures are also referred to as stored procedures.
A procedure is a collection of instructions which can be grouped together and are performed on database objects to add, modify or delete database information. In order to create a procedure a user should have the CREATE PROCEDURE system privilege. A procedure can beexecuted by a user who owns it or by a user who has execute privileges on it.
A stored procedure runs with the privileges of the user who owns it and not the user who is executing it. This feature gives great exibility in enforcing security. For example suppose we want a user to perform some operations on a database but we do not want to grant privileges explicitly. Then one can write a procedure embedded with necessary operations, and grant execute privileges on the procedure to the user. 4 Functions are very similar to procedures. The only di erence between a function and a procedure is that a procedure call is a PL SQL statement itself, while functions are called as part of an expression. A function always returns a value when it is called.
Packages are PL SQL constructs that store related objects together. A package is essentially a named declarative section. It can contain procedures, functions, variables etc. A package consists of two parts, the speci cation part and body, stored separately in the data dictionary. The package speci cation, also known as package header, contains the information about the contents of the package. The package bodycontains code for the subprograms declared in the header.
IMPLEMENTING URA97 IN ORACLE
To implement URA97 we de ne Oracle relations which encode the can-assign and can-revoke relations of URA97. The can-assign relation of URA97 is implemented in Oracle as per the 4 The privileges that are referenced in a procedure should have been explicitly granted to the user who owns the procedure. Privileges obtained by the owner via a role cannot be referenced in a procedure. The four PSO1 tuples of STRONG REVOKE Execute privilege on these procedures is given to all administrative roles. We achieve this by introducing a junior-most administrative role, say GSO generic security o cer, and assigning it the permission to execute these procedures.
These relations and accompanying procedures and packages are owned by the DBA. Our implementation also maintains an audit relation which keeps a log of all attempted assignment and revoke operations and their outcome. The audit relation is also owned by the DBA.
Oracle does not provide convenient primitives for testing whether or not a user is an implicit memberofa particular role. Testing explicit membership is straightforward since explicit membership is encoded as a tuple in Oracle's system relations. To test implicit membership, however, we need to chase the role hierarchy. Oracle also does not provide direct support for enumerating roles in a range set. We built a PL SQL package to support these requirements and assist in writing our stored procedures, as discussed below.
In our implementation of URA97 a user invokes the stored procedure to grant or revoke a role from or to another user. The procedure calls are then as follows.
ASSIGNuser, trole, arole WEAK REVOKEuser, trole, arole STRONG REVOKEuser, trole, arole The parameters user and trole target role specify which user is to be added to trole, or to be weakly or strongly revoked from trole. The arole parameter speci es which administrative role should beapplied with respect to the user who is invoking the URA97 procedure. The procedure code will check whether or not the user who calls the procedure has turned on the arole.
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All the three procedures follow three basic steps. 1. If the user executing the procedure is an explicit or implicit memberof arole then proceed to step 2, else stop execution and return an error message indicating this is not an authorized operation. 2. The tuples from can-assign for assign procedure or can-revoke for revocation procedures are obtained where AR role value equals or is junior to the arole parameter speci ed in the procedure call. 3. If trole is in the speci ed range for any one of the tuples selected in step 2, then assign or revoke the trole else return an appropriate error message. In case of ASSIGN also check whether the user being assigned to trole satis es the prerequisite condition speci ed in the authorizing can-assign tuple or not. In case of STRONG REVOKE the operation may still fail due to all-or-nothing semantics.
The implementation of steps 1 and 3 involves complex queries built on Oracle internal tables. These queries are performed dynamically at runtime. In order to check whether the user is a member of arole in step 1 and whether the role is in the speci ed range for one of the relevant can-assign or can-revoke tuples in step 3, we use Oracle CONNECT BY clause in our queries. By using CONNECT BY clause, one can traverse a tree structure corresponding to the role hierarchy in one direction. One can start from any point within the role hierarchy and traverse it towards junior or senior roles. But there is no control on the end point of the traversal. Speci c branches or an individual node of the tree can be excluded by hard coding their values. Such hard coding is not appropriate for a general purpose stored procedure. In our implementation we o vercome this problem by performing multiple queries and intersecting them to get the exact range. We speci cally do not hard code any parameters in our queries. In order to modularize our implementation we developed a package which performs the necessary checks involved in steps 1 and 3. All the procedures call this package to do the veri cation. The package contains several functions. Each one is designed to perform certain tasks, for example we have a function called user has admin role. This function takes the parameters from the procedure which has called it and returns the results to the calling procedure. There are other functions which determine the range for a given arole.
Our implementation is convenient for the DBA since the stored procedures and packages we provide are generic and can be reused by other databases. The DBA only needs to de ne the roles and administrative roles, and con gure the can-assign and can-revoke relations. Our implementation is available in the public domain for other researchers and practitioners to experiment with.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we h a ve developed the URA97 model for assigning users to roles and revoking users from roles. URA97 is de ned in context of the RBAC96 model SCFY96 . However, it should apply to almost any RBAC model, including FCK95, Gui95, GI96, HDT95, NO95 , because user-role assignment is a basic administrative feature which will be required in any RBAC model.
Authorization to assign and revoke users to and from roles is controlled by administrative roles. The model requires users must previously satisfy a designated prerequisite condition stated in terms of membership and non-membership in roles before they can be enrolled via URA97 into additional roles. URA97 applies only to regular roles. Control of membership in administrative roles remains entirely in hands of the chief security o cer. We have identi ed strong and weak revocation operations in URA97 and have de ned their precise meaning. The paper has also described an implementation of URA97 using Oracle stored procedures. Oracle's built in primitives are cumbersome to use for determining indirect membership in roles. We have implemented suitable functions and packages to enable this conveniently. These should be of use to other researchers and practitioners and are available in the public domain.
In future work we will extend URA97 to develop more comprehensive role-based administrative models encompassing administration of role-permission assignment and role-role relationships. We will also investigate how URA97 can beadapted for user-group assignment on platforms such as Unix and Windows NT including simulation of group hierarchies which neither product provides. More generally we feel our work will inspire other researchers and developers to investigate administrative models in a systematic, scienti c and experimental approach. We feel the security community has much to gain by pursuing such w ork.
